Just a few of the comments we’ve received from customers
that had custom ICC profiles made:
The prints are perfect, everything looks like it is on the monitor. I can
tell you honestly it was the best buck and a half I have spent and will
recommend you to all my clients and fellow PhotoShop users.
Hi Andrew,
I just wanted to let you know the profiles work great. Much better than
anything else I had tried. I am also glad I have read all your PDF docs
and have expanded my knowledge on the subject. The Epson driver has
always eluded me, now I fell much more confident.
Amazing, I did not know that the images contained such rich colors. Skin
tones are much much! better, one could almost say real. Almost because most
of the time the source is a picture from a digital camera (Nikon 950) and
it is quite unclear what is real and what is a camera fault and what is
printer driver/printer fault.
Thanks for the ICC profile you did for our Pictrography. It is night and day
difference! I will refer your services to all who ask.
I finally got the profile by downloading it on a G3 at work. My initial
test print looks very nice. Thank you very much.
Hi Andrew. Thank you for creating the profile. I'm very happy with the
results. The first thing I printed was a 21 step gray scale, and the neutrality is
very good for an Epson EX printer, and all the steps are clearly differentiated
We tested the custom profile produced by Digital Dog that Cadmus
provided today. The files, viewed on our monitors with the custom
profile, appear to match the Cadmus water proofs almost exactly. If
viewed with the generic CMYK conversion, the files appear lighter and
slightly warmer in color. The new profile appears to be very accurate.
I did a Profile to Profile printout tonight with the Pictro, following
his instructions. The test file turned GREEN on the monitor when I did
the Profile Conversion, BUT, it printed out perfectly. PERFECTLY.
Neutral grey. Perfect density.
Just a note to thank you for calibrating my printer. I just couldn't believe
that I waited that long with a terrible looking printer.
I have been using the Epson Photo Paper (SO41141) and the results are much
more than I had expected.

Images are looking better, especially the images of black people. Before,
black skin tones just didn't look right...more greenish looking. Now, just
auto adjust, change profile to profile, then print, for the most part.
Andrew: I can't thank you enough for your help and your patience. I am
thrilled at what I am now getting from the prints.
The combination of your new reader and the file with more patches must have
been the kicker. The results were quite dramatic. The contast range increased
quite a bit and colors that had previously dropped out came back! We are very
happy with the
results.
I’ve been doing quite a lot printing lately. The quality is exceptional. When I get
goosebumps looking at a print, something is very special. Your profiles have
enabled a level of print quality that I’ve never experienced before. Really
sublime. Thank you!

